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What is What is cytogeneticscytogenetics

The original whole genome analysisThe original whole genome analysis
Analysis of chromosomes from a tissue of interest to Analysis of chromosomes from a tissue of interest to 
identify large scale genomic alterationsidentify large scale genomic alterations

GG--banded chromosome analysis (banded chromosome analysis (karyotypekaryotype))

Molecular Molecular cytogeneticscytogenetics analyzes smaller regions for analyzes smaller regions for 
imbalances and rearrangementsimbalances and rearrangements

FISH and Array CGHFISH and Array CGH



Pediatric indications for a Pediatric indications for a 
cytogenetic analysis cytogenetic analysis 

Growth abnormalityGrowth abnormality
Small/large for ageSmall/large for age

Neurologic impairmentNeurologic impairment
mental retardation / seizures / mental retardation / seizures / microcephalymicrocephaly / / hypotoniahypotonia / / 
psychopsycho--emotional dysfunctionemotional dysfunction

Dysmorphic featuresDysmorphic features
Cardiovascular malformationsCardiovascular malformations
Other congenital anomaliesOther congenital anomalies

Chromosomal anomalies are responsible for birth defects in 
~0.2% of live births

Most common tissue studied: peripheral blood



Standard Chromosome Standard Chromosome 
AnalysisAnalysis

GG--banding (banding (GiemsaGiemsa) ) 
chromosomes in metaphasechromosomes in metaphase
Benefits:Benefits:

Viewing entire genomeViewing entire genome
Can visualize individual cells Can visualize individual cells 
and individual chromosomesand individual chromosomes

Limits:Limits:
Limit of resolution around 5Limit of resolution around 5--
10 Mb (depending on region of 10 Mb (depending on region of 
genome and length of genome and length of 
chromosomes)chromosomes)
Need an actively growing Need an actively growing 
source of cellssource of cells



Common types of chromosome abnormalities Common types of chromosome abnormalities 
detected with standard chromosome analysis:detected with standard chromosome analysis:

aneuploidiesaneuploidies

Balanced and unbalanced translocationsBalanced and unbalanced translocations

deletions, duplications          inversionsdeletions, duplications          inversions

Trisomy 21 Terminal deletion of 11 Pericentric inversion of 18

Reciprocal translocation between 3 and 6
Unbalanced translocation 
between 13 and 14



Fluorescence Fluorescence in situin situ hybridization (FISH)hybridization (FISH)

First described by First described by PinkelPinkel, , StraumeStraume, & Gray in 1986, & Gray in 1986
Label DNA with fluorescent molecule and hybridize to human Label DNA with fluorescent molecule and hybridize to human 
chromosomes on a slidechromosomes on a slide
Benefits:Benefits:

Can turn almost any DNA into a probeCan turn almost any DNA into a probe
For clinical use, most probes 100For clinical use, most probes 100--500 kb500 kb
Much higher resolution as compared to GMuch higher resolution as compared to G--banding for identifying deletions, banding for identifying deletions, 
insertions, and translocation breakpointsinsertions, and translocation breakpoints
Can use cells in any state of the cell cycle as well as archivedCan use cells in any state of the cell cycle as well as archived tissuetissue
Can analyze results on a cellCan analyze results on a cell--byby--cell basiscell basis
Shorter TAT since tissue does not need to be cultured for metaphShorter TAT since tissue does not need to be cultured for metaphase cellsase cells

Limits:Limits:
Only going to see the region of the genome complementary to yourOnly going to see the region of the genome complementary to your probeprobe



Example of FISH to detect a small deletion

MicrodeletionMicrodeletion of 4p detected by FISH using a of 4p detected by FISH using a 
probe for the Wolfprobe for the Wolf--HirschhornHirschhorn syndrome (WHS) syndrome (WHS) 
critical region (red) and chromosome 4 critical region (red) and chromosome 4 centromerecentromere
(green)(green)

4

del(4)

deletion between 
2-4 Mb in 25-30% 
of patients with 
WHS

Must have 
suspicion of WHS 
to run this probe

normal appearing 4s



TestTest TestTestReferenceReference ReferenceReference

Cy3Cy3 Cy5Cy5Cy5Cy5 Cy3Cy3

Exp. 2Exp. 2

TestTest
 

Sample (Genomic DNA)Sample (Genomic DNA)

Exp. 1Exp. 1

Comparative Genomic Hybridization (CGH) Microarray

Cy3/Cy5 
Ratios

true loss

artifact

true gain



Array CGH data from an Array CGH data from an 
oligooligo--based chip without based chip without 

dyedye--swapswap

Array CGH data from a 
BAC-based chip with 
dye-swap experiment

Loss of interstitial region in 
chromosome 2

Gain of terminal end of 
chromosome 2



Copy Number Array PlatformsCopy Number Array Platforms

OligoOligo Arrays Arrays 

AgilentAgilent

NimblegenNimblegen

Signature GenomicsSignature Genomics

BAC ArraysBAC Arrays

BlueGnomeBlueGnome

Signature GenomicsSignature Genomics

Spectral GenomicsSpectral Genomics

SNP ArraysSNP Arrays

AffymetrixAffymetrix

IlluminaIllumina

GENOMIC 
COORDINATES



CGH MicroarrayCGH Microarray

BenefitsBenefits
Can customize array to concentrate clones in areas of Can customize array to concentrate clones in areas of 
interest (targeted regions) and/or spread clones interest (targeted regions) and/or spread clones 
throughout genome (backbone)throughout genome (backbone)
Resolution will depend on density of clones in region of Resolution will depend on density of clones in region of 
interest, but can be as good as 5 kb interest, but can be as good as 5 kb 
Detection of smaller abnormalitiesDetection of smaller abnormalities
Detection of cryptic abnormalities Detection of cryptic abnormalities 
Better definition of cytogenetic abnormalitiesBetter definition of cytogenetic abnormalities
Interpretation usually less subjective than standard Interpretation usually less subjective than standard 
chromosome analysischromosome analysis
Can use on archived or nonCan use on archived or non--growing tissuegrowing tissue



CGH microarrayCGH microarray

LimitsLimits
Will not detect balanced rearrangementsWill not detect balanced rearrangements
May uncover copy number changes of unclear May uncover copy number changes of unclear 
clinical significanceclinical significance
Will not detect copy number changes in regions of Will not detect copy number changes in regions of 
the genome that are not on the array platform (chip)the genome that are not on the array platform (chip)



Detection rate for each technologyDetection rate for each technology

Routine GRoutine G--banded chromosome analysisbanded chromosome analysis
55--10% (depending on severity of MR and MCA)10% (depending on severity of MR and MCA)

SubtelomericSubtelomeric FISH (screening) FISH (screening) afterafter normal normal 
chromosomeschromosomes

22--3%3%

Array CGH Array CGH afterafter normal chromosomesnormal chromosomes
1010--15%15%



Why the increased detection?Why the increased detection?

The estimated per locus mutation rate for The estimated per locus mutation rate for 
genomic rearrangements is approximately three genomic rearrangements is approximately three 
to four orders of magnitude greater than that of to four orders of magnitude greater than that of 
single nucleotide substitutionsingle nucleotide substitution



Detection of small gains and losses: Detection of small gains and losses: MicrodeletionMicrodeletion
 on 4p detected by CGH microarrayon 4p detected by CGH microarray

normal 
appearing 

chromosome 4s

reciprocal deviation 
at distal end of 4p 

showing a loss

Array CGH results and 
patient’s phenotype 
(growth retardation, 
distincitve

 

facial features, 
seizures) consistent with 
WHS



Detection of large cryptic Detection of large cryptic 
abnormalitiesabnormalities

Chromosome analysis normal.  Array CGH 
showed a 21 Mb duplication of 2qter and a 16 
Mb deletion of 5pter –

 
likely an unbalanced 

translocation with 2q “replacing”
 

5p.



G-band designation

7q34 (+/- a band = +/- 5 Mb)
7q35 – q36.1, size 
defined +/- 75 kb

Better definition of cytogenetic abnormalities 

vs.   Array CGH and Database mapping

Slide courtesy of CL Martin



Combination of better definition of Combination of better definition of 
visible abnormality and identification visible abnormality and identification 

of cryptic abnormalities in same patientof cryptic abnormalities in same patient

5 yo male5 yo male
developmental developmental 
delaydelay
cytogenetic cytogenetic 
analysis showed a analysis showed a 
t(2;18) that t(2;18) that 
looked balancedlooked balanced



Microarray revealed three significant Microarray revealed three significant 
abnormalitiesabnormalities

terminal 
deletion of 
9p –

 
5.9 Mb 

terminal 
duplication 
of 18p –

 6.0 Mb 

interstitial 
deletion 
of 18q –

 1.2 Mb 



18q11.2  LOSS 18q11.2  LOSS 
Suggests loss at the breakpoint of the t(2;18)Suggests loss at the breakpoint of the t(2;18)

9p24         LOSS9p24         LOSS
18p11.3    GAIN18p11.3    GAIN

Suggests an unbalanced translocation with 18p gain Suggests an unbalanced translocation with 18p gain 
on deleted 9pon deleted 9p

18
18

der(9)

Normal appearing
9s

18p on 9p



• Prenatal and postnatal growth 
retardation

• Unusual facial features

• Hip dislocations

• Required G-tube for feeding 

• At 3 years of age, functioning in 
the moderate range of mental 
retardation

• Both parents apparently 
phenotypically normal

Less subjective analysis of chromosome 
rearrangements



Proband’s 9s Mother’s 9s

Interpretation:
Both proband and mother have a paracentric inversion in the 

long arm of 9:
inv(9)(q32q34.3)

But this does not explain differing phenotypes



proband’s complex unbalanced 9 mother’s balanced 9

Differing array CGH results despite Differing array CGH results despite 
identical banding patternsidentical banding patterns

Hypothesis –
 

Mom’s abnormal but balanced 9 underwent a 
complex recombination event during meiosis to become 
unbalanced, but coincidentally the banding pattern was retained



Detection of abnormalities of unknown Detection of abnormalities of unknown 
clinical significanceclinical significance

LOSS

chr2:59,900,000-62,600,000

3 y.o. female referred 
for microarray analysis 

Developmental delay 

Right polycystic 
kidney



Benign vs. Pathogenic

1. Size

2. Location in the Genome

3. Genomic Content

4. Comparison with other Cases

5.   Inherited or de novo



~12 genes No seg dups



GAIN

NOT SPECIFIED



Comparison with other cases:
del(2)(p15p16.1) – Literature Search



22ndnd
 

case with abnormality of case with abnormality of 
unknown clinical significanceunknown clinical significance

Referred for 
developmental 
delay and 
multiple 
congenital 
anomalies

Loss chr4:189,477,805Loss chr4:189,477,805--191,411,218191,411,218



Low # genes

Some segmental 
duplications,
Telomere 
associated 
repeats





Comparison with other Cases

These cases were detected by FISH; Size not determined



The same size deletion was subsequently 
identified in the proband’s phenotypically
normal father.
Is the 4q deletion pathogenic or a benign 
familial variant?

Imprinting
Penetrance
Genetic background



Expansion in Size of a Terminal 
Deletion: a Paradigm Shift for 

Parental Follow-up Studies 

As with many new technologies, 
array CGH has provided data that 

challenges old paradigms



Clinical Presentation of ProbandClinical Presentation of Proband

RB came to the clinic as a 3RB came to the clinic as a 3½½--yearyear--old old 
female with female with hypomyelinationhypomyelination, ataxia, , ataxia, 
anal anal stenosisstenosis and a history growth and a history growth 
retardation (first noticed at 6 months), retardation (first noticed at 6 months), 
and mild developmental delay.and mild developmental delay.
No other birth defects were recognized. No other birth defects were recognized. 
For family history, the mother reported For family history, the mother reported 
having anal having anal stenosisstenosis which required which required 
rectal dilatation as a child, two previous rectal dilatation as a child, two previous 
miscarriages, and a nephew with cleft miscarriages, and a nephew with cleft 
lip and palate, but mother was lip and palate, but mother was 
phenotypicallyphenotypically normal. normal. 



Proband was found to have a terminal deletion of Proband was found to have a terminal deletion of 
chromosome 18q on a 550 band chromosome 18q on a 550 band karyogramkaryogram, confirmed , confirmed 
by the 18q by the 18q subtelomeresubtelomere probeprobe

Aqua – 18 centromere
Red/Green Fusion – 18q



Parental chromosomes were normal, but the mother Parental chromosomes were normal, but the mother 
was surprisingly found to have an 18q was surprisingly found to have an 18q subtelomeresubtelomere
deletiondeletion

Dad

Mom



Comparison of proband and mother with array Comparison of proband and mother with array 
CGH shows expansion of terminal deletionCGH shows expansion of terminal deletion



Other family members had normal array CGH Other family members had normal array CGH 
resultsresults

normal 
18q by 
FISH

0.44 Mb
deletion

3.72 Mb
deletion

normal 
18q

normal 
18q

normal 
18q

normal 
18q

normal 
18q



STR markers confirm deletion in STR markers confirm deletion in 
proband expanded from smaller proband expanded from smaller 

deletion in mother deletion in mother 



Old ParadigmOld Paradigm

If parents are normal, If parents are normal, 
then pure terminal then pure terminal 
deletions very likely de deletions very likely de 
novo and parental novo and parental 
studies not necessarystudies not necessary
Deletions are stable in Deletions are stable in 
size through generations; size through generations; 
therefore, family studies therefore, family studies 
can use a marker within can use a marker within 
the abnormalitythe abnormality

Parental studies should Parental studies should 
always be done always be done 

Deletion size can expand Deletion size can expand 
between generationsbetween generations

New PossibilityNew Possibility



Old ParadigmOld Paradigm
Chromosome studies are Chromosome studies are 
sufficient for parental followsufficient for parental follow--
up of a visible terminal up of a visible terminal 
deletiondeletion

Differences in phenotype Differences in phenotype 
between a parent and between a parent and 
offspring with a known, but offspring with a known, but 
unsizedunsized, deletion is likely due , deletion is likely due 
to differences in to differences in 
environment, genetic environment, genetic 
background, background, penetrancepenetrance, , 
epigenetic differences, or epigenetic differences, or 
deletion unrelated to deletion unrelated to 
proband phenotypeproband phenotype

Chromosome studies may Chromosome studies may 
not be sufficient for parental not be sufficient for parental 
studies since they may not studies since they may not 
recognize smaller deletionsrecognize smaller deletions

Array CGH of parents may be Array CGH of parents may be 
neededneeded

Differences in phenotype Differences in phenotype 
between a parent and a child between a parent and a child 
with a deletion may be due to with a deletion may be due to 
alterations in the genetic alterations in the genetic 
content (size) of the deletioncontent (size) of the deletion

New PossibilityNew Possibility



Array CGH will not detect balanced Array CGH will not detect balanced 
rearrangements that may be clinically importantrearrangements that may be clinically important

Chromosome analysis  
detected a balanced 
translocation

High resolution 
array CGH 
analysis was 
normal (no loss 
or gain at 
breakpoints)



Characterization of breakpoints by Characterization of breakpoints by 
FISH revealed likely genetic etiologyFISH revealed likely genetic etiology

Translocation disrupted HOXD gene cluster



But, not all de novo balanced translocations are But, not all de novo balanced translocations are 
responsible for the observed phenotype:responsible for the observed phenotype:

BaptistaBaptista
 

et al. et al. Am J Hum Genet 82, 927Am J Hum Genet 82, 927--936, 2008936, 2008
31 31 phenotypicallyphenotypically normal carriers of reciprocal normal carriers of reciprocal 
translocationtranslocation

No genomic imbalances at the breakpoints or elsewhere in No genomic imbalances at the breakpoints or elsewhere in 
the genome detected by arraythe genome detected by array
16/31 (52%) cases the breakpoint did disrupt a gene16/31 (52%) cases the breakpoint did disrupt a gene

14 abnormal carriers of reciprocal translocations14 abnormal carriers of reciprocal translocations
4/14 (27%) cases showed disease causing imbalances by 4/14 (27%) cases showed disease causing imbalances by 
arrayarray
5/14 (36%) cases the breakpoint did disrupt a gene5/14 (36%) cases the breakpoint did disrupt a gene



Abnormalities of regions of the genome not Abnormalities of regions of the genome not 
represented on the array platform will be missedrepresented on the array platform will be missed

Targeted array detected a 
deletion of the
region around the Sotos

 syndrome gene, but it was 
missed on the “1 Mb”

 
chip 

Targeted array missed a 
deletion within chromosome 
10 (backbone too sparse) but 
it was detected on the “1 Mb”

 chip 



ConclusionsConclusions
Microarray technology is a powerful tool for the detection of thMicroarray technology is a powerful tool for the detection of the e 
etiology of developmental delay and multiple congenital anomalieetiology of developmental delay and multiple congenital anomaliess

The detection rate for these indications using microarray alone The detection rate for these indications using microarray alone is is 
1515--20%20%

~1% of clinically significant alterations can be detected by a ~1% of clinically significant alterations can be detected by a 
chromosome analysis and not a microarray analysis (example: chromosome analysis and not a microarray analysis (example: 
balanced translocations and perhaps some cases of balanced translocations and perhaps some cases of mosaicismmosaicism))

Microarray provides a more detailed, automatable and less Microarray provides a more detailed, automatable and less 
subjective analysis of abnormal DNA copy number compared to subjective analysis of abnormal DNA copy number compared to 
standard chromosome analysisstandard chromosome analysis

Proper counseling and followProper counseling and follow--up is extremely important as a copy up is extremely important as a copy 
number change of unknown clinical significance can be identifiednumber change of unknown clinical significance can be identified
(~ 5(~ 5--10%)10%)
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